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Abstract
In this paper we have studied particle collision around a spinning dilaton black
hole in 2 +1 dimensions. This black hole is a solution to the low energy string theory
in 2+1 dimensions. Time-like geodesics are presented in detail and the center of mass
energy of two particles collision at the horizon of a spinning black hole is considered.
We noticed that there is a possibility of the two masses to create infinite center of
mass energy.
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1 Introduction
Bana˜dos, Silk and West [1] demonstrated that two particles colliding near the horizons
of a Kerr black could have large center of mass (CM) energy: for this process to occur,
the black hole has to be extremal and one of the particles has to have critical angular
momentum. Now, this process, well known as BSW effect has its draw back as pointed
out by two papers, one by Berti et.al. [2] and the other by Jacobson and Sotirion
[3]: there are astrophysical limitations for the Kerr black hole to become extreme
and gravitational radiation and the back reaction must be taken into account in the
process. Many black holes, both rotating and charged, have been studied in this
context.
Grib and Pavlov showed that scattering energy of the particles in the vicinity of
a rotating black hole can reach very large values not only for extreme rotating black
holes but also for non extreme rotating black holes [4]. Kerr-de Sitter black hole could
act as a particle accelerator and create unlimited CM energy for two particle collisions
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even if it is not extremal [5]. In the BSW effect, one of the particles should have critical
angular momentum; Harada and Kimura discussed that if the two particles collide at
the inner-most-stable-circular-orbit (ISCO), then this fine tuning will occur naturally
[6]. Particle acceleration in the back ground of the Kerr-Taub-NUT space-time has
been studied by Liu et.al [7]: there, the CM energy can reach infinite for extremal
black holes. Collisions of two particles in the background of a rotating black hole in
string theory, well known as the Sen black hole were studied by Wei et.al. [8].
Extension of the BSW effect to charged black holes with charged particles were
done in [9]. The BSW mechanism was shown to exist in rotating cylindrical black
holes [10]. Not only rotating black holes, but non rotating charged black holes could
act as particle accelerators when they are extreme as pointed out by Zaslavskill [11].
This phenomena where extreme charged black holes with charged particles can act as
particle accelerators is true for string black holes [12] and in Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton
black holes [13]. Extending this idea, charged black holes as particle accelerators were
studied by Wei et.al [14]. In another interesting work, particle accelerators inside
spinning black hole was considered by Lake [15]. Not only spinless particles, collision
of spinning particles have been considered recently [16] [17] [18].
Low dimensional gravity provides a simpler setting to investigate properties of
black holes such as particle acceleration. For example, the famous BTZ black hole
in 2 + 1 dimensions [20] [21] has been studied in variety of context to understand
properties of black holes which are otherwise mathematically challenging. Our goal
in this paper is to study particle acceleration around a spinning dilaton black hole in
2+1 dimensions. The first dilaton black hole in 2 + 1 dimensions which was static
and charged was derived by Chan and Mann in[22]. As an extensions to that work a
class of spinning dilaton black holes in 2 +1 dimensions with a dilaton were derived
by Chan and Mann in [23]. For certain parameters of the theory, one of such black
holes corresponds to the low-energy string action. Our focus in this paper is the one
corresponding to the string action. There are several other noteworthy work related
to dilaton black holes in 2+1 dimensions: Modifications of the BTZ black hole by a
dilaton field was presented in [24]. Chen generated new class of dilaton solutions by
applying T-duality to existing solutions in 2+1 dimensions [25]. By compactification
of 4D cylindrical solutions, rotating dilaton solutions were generated by Fernando
[26]. There are very few papers on the particle acceleration in low dimensions. The
famous rotating BTZ black hole [20] was studied in this context by Yang et.al.[27].
Particle acceleration of charged hairy black hole in 2+1 dimensions were studied by
Sadeghi et.al. [28].
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we will present the details of the
spinning dilaton black hole in 2+1 dimensions. In section 3, time-like geodesics are
presented. Analysis of the effective potential is done in section 4 and the center of
mass is discussed in section 5. Finally the conclusion is given in section 6.
2
2 Introduction to the spinning dilaton black hole
in 2+1 dimensions
In this section we will present the geometry and other properties of the spinning
dilaton black hole in 2+1 dimensions. Chan and Mann [23] derived neutral spinning
black hole solutions by considering the following action:
S =
∫
d3x
√−g
[
R− 4(▽φ)2 + 2ebφΛ
]
(1)
Here, Λ is the cosmological constant, φ is the dilaton field, and R is the Ricci scalar.
In this paper Λ > 0 corresponds to anti-de-Sitter space and Λ < 0 corresponds to the
de-Sitter space. The metric of the corresponding solution is,
ds2 = −
(
8ΛrN
(3N − 2)N + pr
1−N
2
)
dt2 +
dr2[
8ΛrN
(3N−2)N
+
(
p− 2Λα2
(3N−2)Np
)
r1−
N
2
]
−αr1−N2 dtdθ +
(
rN − α
2
4p
r1−
N
2
)
dθ2 (2)
The mass M and the angular momentum J of the solution is given by,
M =
N
2
[
2Λα2
(3N − 2)Np
(
4
N
− 3
)
− p
]
; J =
3N − 2
4
α (3)
p and α are integration constants and are given by,
p = −M
N
−
√√√√M2
N2
+
(
4
N
− 3
)
2Λα2
(3N − 2)N (4)
To avoid closed-time-like co-ordinates, the integration constant p < 0 must be chosen
to be negative. The dilaton field φ is given by,
φ = kln(r) (5)
Here k and b are related to N as,
k = ±1
4
√
N(2−N); bk = N − 2 (6)
In the paper by Chan and Mann [23] it was stated that positive mass (M > 0)
black holes exists only for Λ > 0 and 2
3
≤ N ≤ 2. In this paper, we will focus on a
special class of black holes with b = 4, N = 1 and k = −1/4. Such values lead to the
low-energy string effective action,
S =
∫
d3x
√−g
[
R− 4(▽φ)2 + 2e4φΛ
]
(7)
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The action in eq.(7) is related to the low-energy string action in 2+1 dimensions by
a conformal transformation given as follows,
gStringµν = e
4φgEinsteinµν (8)
Now, the spinning black hole solution corresponding to the action in eq.(7) is given
by,
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
h(r)
− 4Jrdθdt+R(r)2dθ2 (9)
where,
f(r) =
(
8Λr2 − (M +
√
M2 + 32ΛJ2)r
)
(10)
h(r) =
(8Λr2 − 2Mr)
4r2
(11)
R(r)2 =
(
r2 +
(−M +√M2 + 32ΛJ2)
8Λ
r
)
(12)
Later in the paper, we will take
R(r)2 = r2 + ar (13)
with
a =
(−M +√M2 + 32ΛJ2)
8Λ
(14)
to facilitate computations. The dilaton field is given by,
φ = −1
4
ln(r) (15)
In deriving the metric in eq(9) from the one in eq(2), the value of α = 4J is substi-
tuted. Also, a simple coordinate transformation r → r2 is done. With the chosen
constants, p is computed as,
p = −M −
√
M2 + 32ΛJ2 (16)
The location of the event horizon is given by h(r) = 0 at,
rh =
M
4Λ
(17)
and there is a singularity at r = 0. The Ricci scalar and Kretschmann scalars diverge
only at r = 0.
The Hawking temperature of the black hole is given by,
TH =
1
4pi
(
1
16Λ2
+
J2
MΛ(M +
√
M2 + 32ΛJ2)
)
−1/2
(18)
Quasinormal modes and area spectrum of scalar perturbations of the above black hole
were studied by the current author [29].
4
3 Time-like geodesics of the test particles of the
dilation black hole
In this section we will present time-like geodesics of the spinning dilaton black hole.
To derive the geodesics, the formalism in Chandrasekhar’s book is followed [19]. The
Lagrangian of the massive test particle in this black hole background is given by,
L = −1
2
(
gµν
dxµ
dτ
dxν
dτ
)
(19)
= −1
2

−f(r)
(
dt
dτ
)2
+
1
h(r)
(
dr
dτ
)2
+R(r)2
(
dφ
dτ
)2
− 4Jr
(
dt
dτ
)(
dφ
dτ
)
 (20)
Here, the parameter τ is the proper time for massive particles. The metric functions
gµν in eq(19) corresponds to,
gtt = −f(r); grr = 1
h(r)
; gφφ = R
2(r); gtφ = −2Jr (21)
Each coordinate in the space-time has a corresponding canonical momenta pµ given
by,
pt = −gttt˙− gtφφ˙ (22)
pφ = gφφφ˙+ gtφt˙ (23)
pr = grrr˙ (24)
The spinning dilaton black hole have two Killing vectors ∂t and ∂φ. Hence, the
canonical momenta pt and pφ are conserved: these constants of the particle are labeled
as energy per unit mass E and angular moment per unit mass L. From eq.(22) and
eq.(23), E and L can be solved to be,
E = f(r)t˙+ 2Jrφ˙ (25)
L = R2(r)φ˙− 2Jrt˙ (26)
Eq(25) and eq(26) are solved to obtain t˙ and φ˙ as,
t˙ =
(−2LJr + ER2(r))
(4J2r2 + f(r)R2(r))
(27)
φ˙ =
(2EJr + f(r)L)
(4J2r2 + f(r)R2(r))
(28)
Using the identity,
f(r) =
(4r4h(r)− 4r2J2)
R2(r)
(29)
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t˙ and φ˙ can be rewritten as,
t˙ =
(−2LJr + ER2(r))
4r4h(r)
= ut (30)
φ˙ =
(2EJr + f(r)L)
4r4h(r)
= uφ (31)
We will assume t˙ > 0 for all r > rh so that the motion is forward in time outside the
horizon. Hence, (
ER2(r)− 2rLJ
)
> 0, ∀ r > rh (32)
The four velocity of the particles are given by uµ = dx
µ
dτ
and they are normalized as,
uµuµ = −1. ut = t˙ and uφ = φ˙ are already derived above. The normalized condtion
is expresses as
gtt(u
t)2 + grr(u
r)2 + gφφ(u
φ)2 + 2gφt(u
φ)(ut) = −1 (33)
By substituting ut and uφ from eq(30) and eq(31), one can obtain ur = r˙ as,
r˙2 =
−
(
1 + gttt˙
2 + gφφφ˙
2 + 2gtφt˙φ˙
)
grr
(34)
which is simplified to,
r˙2 =
1
4R2(r)r4
(
−4r4h(r)(R2(r) + L2) + (2rLJ − ER2(r))2
)
(35)
By identifying,
K = (−2rJL+ ER2(r)) (36)
and
H2 = K2 − 4r4h(r)(R2(r) + L2) (37)
r˙ can be written in a short form as,
r˙ = − H
2R(r)r2
= ur (38)
The minus sign is chosen since we assume the particle is falling towards the black
hole.
6
4 Analysis of the effective potential for the spin-
ning dilaton black hole
In this section the effective potential is analyzed to see if a particle could reach the
horizon. The effective potential is calculated as,
r˙2 + Veff = 0 (39)
Hence by substituting from eq(35), one obtain Veff as,
Veff =
4r4h(r)(R2(r) + L2)− (2rLJ − ER2(r))2
4R2(r)r4
(40)
Since r˙ =
√
−Veff , the particle can exists only in the regions where Veff < 0. For
large r, Veff → 2Λ. In Fig(1) and Fig(2), Veff and h(r) are plotted. Both figures
have the same parameters except L. Fig(1) has a smaller L. As one can see Veff has
only one root for r > 0 in both cases. Only difference is that for larger L, Veff has
a maximum outside the root. The root of Veff , given by ro, lies outside the horizon
rh. One can prove that this is the case for all parameters as follows: At r = rh, Veff
is given by,
Veff =
−(2rhLJ − ER2(rh))2
4R2(rh)r4h
= − K(rh)
2
4R2(rh)r4h
(41)
At r = rh, R(rh) is given by,
R(rh) =
M(M +
√
M2 + 32J2Λ)
32Λ2
(42)
Hence R(rh)
2 > 0 at r = rh. In fact R(r) greater than zero for all r > 0. Hence
Veff ≤ 0 at the horizon. Veff (rh) = 0 for a critical angular momentum given by,
Lc =
E
16ΛJ
(M +
√
M2 + 32J2Λ) (43)
Notice that when Veff(rh) = 0 implies K(rh) = 0. We computed the root of Veff
for range of angular momentum and plotted in Fig(3). One can see that the root
ro ≥ 0 for all |L| > Lc. Hence if |L| > Lc, the particle can start at rest from a finite
distance away from the horizon and fall towards the horizon and eventually fall inside
the black hole. The larger the L, further away can the particle start its motion.
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Figure 1: The figure shows h(r) and Veff vs r. Here M = 3.89, J = 2.94, E =
2.92,Λ = 1 and L = 0.15
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Figure 2: The figure shows h(r) and Veff vs r. Here M = 3.89, J = 2.94, E =
2.92,Λ = 1 and L = 6
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Figure 3: The figure shows ro vs L. Here M = 3.89, J = 2.94, E = 2.92,Λ = 1
5 Center of mass energy for two particle collision
Now that we have established the fact that the particles can fall towards the black
hole event horizon for a given set of parameters, we would like to compute the center
of mass energy for two massive particles in the black hole background. Let the four
velocities of the particles be uµ1 and u
µ
2 . We will assume both have the same rest mass
m0. Then, the center of mass energy is given by,
EˆCM = 2m
2
0(1− gµνuµ1uν2) (44)
In the rest of the paper we will calculate Ecm = Eˆcm/2 with m0 = 1, which is given
by,
ECM =
(4r4h(r)(R2(r)− L1L2) + (K1K2 −H1H2))
4R2(r)r4h(r)
(45)
where,
K1 = −2rJL1 + E1R2(r) (46)
K2 = −2rJL2 + E2R2(r) (47)
When the particles reach the horizon at r = rh, h(r) → 0, H1 →
√
K21 , and H2 →√
K22 . Therefore,
ECM(r → rh) = 1
4R2(r)r4h(r)
(
K1K2 −
√
K21
√
K22
)
(48)
At the horizon, h(r) = 0, hence the denominator of eq.(48) is zero. Due to the
condition given in eq.(32),K1, K2 ≥ 0 at the horizon. Hence the numerator is also zero
leading to an undetermined value for ECM . However, one can use the L’ Hospital’s
rule to calculate the limiting value of eq(48) as r → rh. The result is given by,
ECM =
a2r2hA1 + arhA2 + A3
2K1(rh)K2(rh)
(49)
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where
A1 = (E1 + E2)
2 (50)
A2 = 2(E1 + E2)
2r2h + (E2L1 − E1L2)2 − 4rhJ(E1 + E2)(L1 + L2) (51)
A3 = r
2
h
(
4J2(L1 + L2)
2 − 4Jrh(L1 + L2)(E1 + E2) + (E1 + E2)2r2h + (E1L2 − E2L1)2
)
(52)
Here a is the value given in eq(14).
The numerator of eq(49) is finite at r = rh. So, it can be seen that when K1(rh) =
0 orK2(rh) = 0, the center of mass energy becomes infinity. When one solve K1(rh) =
0 or K2(rh) = 0, one obtain the critical angular momentum Lc1 or Lc2 which was
discussed in section(4). ECM is plotted for varying L1 with all other parameters fixed
as in Fig(4). In order to get infinite center of mass energy, particle number 1 reach
the critical angular momentum as shown in the figure. Notice that the limiting value
of the critical angular momentum has to be reached from the right of the asymptotic
value on order to get a positive center of mass energy.
We want to mention that if both K1(rh) and K2(rh) are zero, then ECM is finite.
One can prove it as follows: When K1(rh) = K2(rh) = 0, it implies that H1(rh) =
H2(rh) = 0. Hence for this special case,
ECM =
(4r4h(r)(R2(r)− L1L2))
4R2(r)r4h(r)
= 1− L1L2
R2(rh)
(53)
which is clearly finite. Therefore, in order to obtain infinite center of mass energy,
only one of the colliding particles should have the critical angular momentum.
0 1 2 3 4
-20
-10
0
10
20
L1
ECM
Figure 4: The figure shows ECM vs L1. Here M = 1, J = 1,Λ = 1, E1 = 3.46, E2 =
0.71, L2 = 0.37
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6 Conclusions
In this paper we have studied a spinning dilaton black hole in 2+1 dimensions. This
black hole is a solution to low-energy string action in 2+1 dimensions. It has a single
horizon at rh =
M
4Λ
: this is in contrast to many spinning black hole which has two
horizons.
We have studied the time-like geodesics in detail. We have calculated the three
velocities uµ. The effective potential reaches a constant value 2Λ for large r and has a
zero at r = ro. Th effective potential is negative for r < ro. Hence, a particle cannot
exist classically for r > r0. The value of ro is larger for large L. Also, ro > rh: a
particle starting at rest from a finite value r < ro will fall into the black hole.
Our main goal in this paper has to study the two particle collisions and to see if
the center of mass could reach very high values. In fact we noticed that it is possible
to generate infinite center of mass energy if the particles collide closer to the horizon
rh. Therefore, the spinning dilaton black hole could act as a particle accelerator. In
extending this work it would be interesting to study the charged dilaton black hole in
2+ 1 dimensions [22] with charged particles to see if they could generate high center
of mass energy.
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